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Your One-Stop BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide to WeavingIf you are a beginner when it comes to

weaving, then you have reached the perfect eBook to guide you through the learning process. The

eBook is well- thought out and laid out that it is so easy for beginners to learn and follow the various

techniques in weaving. Further, weaving is an age old practice with its specific jargons; you will also

be guided through the various meanings of weaving words to help you understand the

processes.What are you going to get from this Weaving Made Easy: How to Weave for Beginners

eBook? Here are the benefits that you will reap from reading this book:First and foremost, learning

weaving is not just all about jumping right away into steps and processes. You will be guided on the

various and important weaving jargon for easy transitioning.Then you will be treated to the various

ways and techniques of weaving, just to give you a broad overview of what type of fabric you want

to create after. Like, are you looking for something thick and sturdy or do you want something

glossy and satin like? All this you can learn in this book.Then, of course a beginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guide

to weaving is never complete with a few examples of how to begin weaving. What I love about this

book is that, you do not need to buy weaving machines right away. It teaches you how to make

do-it-yourself looms just with the use of cheap materials or materials readily available in your

home.There are over three ways of DIY weaving included in this book and for each weaving

instruction you can spin it to make a variety of other items. For example, the steps and process for

making glass coasters can be used to make doilies, belts, and even a purse.So when it comes to a

beginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guide to weaving, look no further!
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There are so many spelling and grammatical errors in this book that I would be shocked to learn that

the author used spellcheck much less had someone review the book before publishing. While I

appreciated the dictionary of weaving terms, that section alone does not justify the price of the book,

especially as there are not enough pictures to explain what the author is trying to define.The black

and white drawings are very small and generic. It doesn't cost anything extra to include full page

diagrams in an eBook. Another huge flaw is the lack of any photos of the finished projects. I don't

know any crafter who would want to start a new type of project with no idea of what the end result

ought to look like. If anything, this book convinced me that even as a fully novice weaver I could still

write a better bargain priced eBook.

Total disappointment for anyone really interested in learning to weave, unless you plan to do it on

cardboard. Typos make me wonder if there was a proofreader involved. "Wooden cloth", really?

As a weaver myself, i found this book very basic. With that in mind it would be a great book for so

eone who was i interested in starting to weave. It provides basic knowledge and some ideas for

trying weaving out with simple looms one can fabricate. For fiber crafters such as knitters you can

utilize your left over yarns to try your hand at this new craft. Beware weaving is addictive and one

loom is never enough. Enjoy!

There simply is not enough information in this book to make it worth your while. I feel it was a total

waste of money and regret having purchased it. Spend a little extra and get so much more in

content with another more comprehensive book.



Definitely don't judge this book by it's cover, it's only the most basic info of basically a children's

style loom. not useful if you actually want to learn on a proper loom, as suggested by the cover pic.

For $10, I thought I would get more than just a large pamphlet. Cost was more than most full books.

This book has term definitions that make all the difference in first steps to becoming a weaver. Not

speaking the "language" is a big barrier early on.

Seems to be only a short vocabulary book for weaving and not a how to or reference book.
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